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                    Climate change regulations, new demands for energy efficiency, higher comfort level expectations, cold chain reliability, and pressure to reduce overall cost of ownership are driving the current developments and installations in a competitive marketplace. Through Danfoss, HVAC-R professionals including OEMs, installers, wholesalers, owners, and end users have access to the widest portfolio of user-friendly solutions available on the market. Our solutions fit a broad variety of applications and enable temperature-controlled environments with near-zero downtime. Smart functions automatically warn of potential failures and ensure that routine service calls take place on time. Our innovative and popular technologies include Turbocor® compressors, Scrolls with IDVs, Optyma™ condensing units, Micro Channel and Micro Plate Heat Exchangers, ETS Colibri® Expansion Valves, TU/T2 valves, and EVR solenoid valves.
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                Air conditioning
            



            Danfoss air conditioners are durable, energy efficient and affordable, you will find solutions for residential and commercial air conditioning applications.
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                Commercial refrigeration
            



            As a leading supplier within commercial refrigeration our extensive product range enables us to support solutions for anything from transport refrigeration to speciality cooling.
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                Food retail
            



            Components designed to provide the lowest total cost of ownership, while at the same time reducing food loss and the carbon footprint of your supermarket refrigeration system.
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                Industrial refrigeration
            



            Industrial refrigeration systems engineered to ensure perfect conditions for food in safe temperature controlled environments, while allowing for improved food safety and reduced food waste.
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                Refrigeration IoT solutions
            



            Through the Alsense® cloud-based infrastructure, Danfoss telemetry devices, and electronic controllers, Danfoss provides a complete telemetry & cloud solution to the food service and food & beverage industry, for installation in various types of equipment.
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                Variable speed
            



            Explore the different facets of variable-speed and AC inverter drive technology for efficient commercial air conditioning and precision cooling. Includes system descriptions, cases, training.
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                Air dryers
            



            At Danfoss we have all the refrigeration solutions, experience and know-how to act as a competent and trustworthy partner for the global air drying industry.
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                Brewery refrigeration systems
            



            In the brewing industry, control is a keyword all the way from mash to bottled product. Danfoss provides products to meet all brewery industry requirements.
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                Bus and train air conditioning
            



            Danfoss provides bus & train air conditioning parts for energy-efficient systems. Visit us here - and learn more about our transport air conditioning systems.
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                Case controls
            



            Your refrigeration system is the natural place to look for energy efficiency gains. To unlock that potential, you need a controller, expansion valve, and high accuracy sensors that are smart enough to make the technology work together—and a system manager that can help you see and control the bigger picture.
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                Chillers
            



            Energy consumption is a key driver for building owners when it comes to chillers. Depending on the building size, type, and use, as well as the surrounding climate, you need different options for your chiller designs to provide the most value to your customers and differentiate yourselves in the market.
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                Close control systems
            



            Air conditioning systems with precise close control for high reliability, better humidity and temperature control in IT cooling, in server rooms or data centers.
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